
Historical Romance 

Romances can be divided into two main types: historical and contemporary. This is an important distinction because the time setting is 
usually important to the type of plot found in the story. Although some readers enjoy both contemporary and historical romances, very often 
they have strong preferences for a particular time period. According to What Romance do I Read Next?, historical romance is "a romance that 
takes place in the past that doesn’t fall into one of the more specific historical categories." 
 
Here are definitions of two of the sub-genres of historical romance taken from What Romance do I Read Next? 
 
Gothic: A romance with a strong mystery suspense plot that emphasizes mood, atmosphere and/or supernatural or paranormal elements. 
Unexplained events, ancient family secrets, and a general feeling of impending doom often characterize these tales. These stories are most 
often set in the past, but several authors write gothics with contemporary settings. 
 
Regency Romance: A light romance involving the British upper classes, set during the Regency Period, 1811-1820. During this time, the 
Prince of Wales acted as Prince Regent because of the incapacity of his father, George III. In 1820, "Prinny" became George IV. These stories, 
in the style of Jane Austen, are essentially comedies of manners and the emphasis is on language, wit, and style. [there are usually no 
graphic love scenes] 
 
More historical fiction sub-genres 
 
Sensuality Rating Guide:  SWEET: No sex at all or very mild, SPICY: Some sex, lovemaking descriptions, STEAMY: No holds barred sex 

 

Dorothy Garlock. With Song. 1999. 

 

With Song is the second book in a trilogy set in the Midwest during the Depression. Hod Dolan, a "G-man", plans to use 

Molly McKenzie as bait to catch the gangsters who killed her parents, and the two inevitably fall in love and marry. The 

cast of secondary characters is appealing, and Miss Garlock has done her research. It’s fun to think of Tangee lipstick, 

Burma Shave advertisements, and the music of a bygone age. There is some sex, and some gore, but it’s moderate, 

and the story is enjoyable. [book 1 With Hope, book 3 With Heart]. SPICY. 

  

 

Julie Garwood. One Pink Rose. 1997. 

 

Jilted at the altar by her fiancé and her own sister, Emily Finnegan decides to take her destiny into her own hands and 

offers herself as a mail order bride to a stranger in the wilds of Montana. Little did she suspect that along the way she 

would fall in love with her escort, the dashing Travis Claybourne. Book 1 of the Claybourne Brides series. [prequel: For 

the Roses; The Claybourne Brides: book 2 One White Rose, book 3 One Red Rose; sequel: Come the Spring]. SWEET to 

SPICY. 

  

 

Julie Garwood. Ransom. 1999. 

 

Set in 12th century Scotland and featuring warrior chieftain Brodick Buchanan, this is a page-turner of passion, loyalty, 

betrayal and intrigue. When the despotic and corrupt Lord Alford holds her uncle’s life for ransom, the fragile and 

beautiful Lady Gillian is forced to venture into the untamed Highlands in search of her long-lost sister and a jeweled box 

which is the key to an unsolved murder and a long-standing political fraud. Despite her fragility, Gillian is courageous, 

determined and opinionated and thus is able to rescue a kidnapped child who has become embroiled in the complicated 

plot. Admiring her courage, Brodick is instantly attracted to Gillian and passion flares between them. Can Gillian trust 

her feelings? Should she also trust Brodick, or is he using her for his own ends of violence and retribution? [spinoff 

of The Prize]. 

  

http://www.mdlib.org/divisions/raig/hrsubgenre.asp


 

Heather Graham. Runaway. 1994. 

 

First in a series of six Florida Civil War novels featuring strong, dominant heroine Tara Brent and equally strong 

dominant hero Jarrett McKenzie and the dynasty they founded in the wilds of Florida in the 1830’s. 

 

A trumped up murder charge sends Tara fleeing from Boston to New Orleans and into the arms of a gambler in a 

waterfront saloon. A hasty marriage signals the beginning of sexuality for Tara and the author’s spicy descriptions of 

many nights (and days) of passion. Husband and new wife return to his huge plantation and try to keep peace with the 

Indians. Historical events are so bunched-up in long paragraphs that are easily skimmed. The personality of Tara is fully 

developed, but Jarrett remains a mystery. [Florida Civil War series: Captive, Rebel, Surrender,Glory, Triumph]. 

  

 

Samantha James. His Wicked Ways. 1999. 

 

Set in the Scottish Highlands in the early 1200s, Meredith is kidnapped from the Connyridge Priory on the eve of taking 

her vows. The kidnapper, Cameron McKay, harbors a deep hatred and revenge against Red Angus, Meredith’s father, 

and believes that the Clan Munro, led by Red Angus, is responsible for the murder of his father and six brothers. As the 

beloved daughter of Red Angus, Meredith is the perfect target for Cameron’s revenge. However, Cameron finds himself 

irresistibly drawn to Meredith and their lives intertwine to reunite two clans embroiled in a centuries old blood feud. 

SPICY. 

  

 

Anne Kelleher. A Once and Future Love. 1998. 

 

A Once and Future Love is a historical time travel romance. The bulk of the action takes place in medieval England, 

when Richard (of 1994) falls from a castle tower into a medieval keep, and he finds himself in the body of his brutal, 

1214 ancestor, Richard de Lambert. 

 

Near death from a brutal battle wound, Richard is gently nursed back to health by De Lambert’s beautiful, sensitive wife 

Eleanor. As she tends to him, and he slowly regains his strength, it becomes obvious to her that he is no longer the 

cruel, vicious, crude monster she was forced to marry, but a caring, loving and sensitive man, and the two fall in love. 

 

The love story is developed against the historical backdrop of the times; the medieval system, where life is hard and 

unfair, and many are brutally killed without regard to age or circumstances. The contrast between current day society 

and the society that Richard (a twentieth century man) must adapt to is vividly revealed. SPICY. 

  

 

Linda Lael Miller. Rachel. 1999. 

 

Rachel has arrived in Montana to become the first teacher in Springwater, a frontier town. She is soon drawn into the 

daily life of the small community, but constantly frets about her attraction to Trey, the saloon owner, not believing that 

a schoolmarm should associate with someone who makes that type of living. Based on Miller’s original Springwater 

novel, this is the first of a four part Springwater series featuring the lives of different women. Book 1 of the Springwater 

Seasons. [prequel: Springwater; Springwater Seasons: book 2 Savannah, book 3 Miranda, book 4Jessica; sequel: A 

Springwater Christmas]. SWEET to SPICY. 

  



 

Mary Jo Putney. Thunder and Roses. 1993. 

 

A romantic novel set in Wales during the early 1800’s. Nicholas Davies, a gypsy child and the Earl’s grandson, is living a 

rakish life, uninterested in the land and the village around him. When quiet Claire, the minister’s daughter, tries to seek 

his help for the mine workers, she finds herself caught up in a strange bargain with Nicholas that will be the ruin of her 

reputation. Book 1 of Fallen Angels series. [Fallen Angels series: Petals in the Storm, Dancing on the Wind, Angel 

Rogue, Shattered Rainbows, River of Fire, One Perfect Rose]. SPICY. 

  

 

Mary Jo Putney. Wild Child. 1999. 

 

Dominic Renbourne has agreed to masquerade as his twin brother, Kyle, while wooing the slightly mad heiress Kyle 

hopes to marry. Lady Meriel Grahame, shocked into silence by the terrible slaughter she witnessed as a child in India, 

spends her days caring for a number of highly complicated and beautiful gardens, seemingly oblivious to the humans 

who surround her. As Dominic slowly begins to draw her out of her cocoon, he realizes that he has fallen in love with 

her. When Lady Meriel is incarcerated in a madhouse, Dominic must act quickly to save her, even though his actions 

may finally sever the strained bond between him and his twin. SPICY. 

  

 

Amanda Quick. Mischief. 1996. 

 

Mischief, a suspense novel set in Regency times, pairs the lively, independent heroine, "Immodest Imogen" with the 

handsome, intrepid explorer, the Earl of Colchester, known as "Coldhearted Colchester." Sparks fly as Imogen and the 

Earl share a passion for the lost civilization of Zamar (read Egypt) and for each other. Wit and humor, engaging 

characters, and a murder or two make for entertaining, romantic suspense. SPICY. 

  

 

Julia Quinn. To Catch an Heiress. 1998. 

 

Being mistaken for a notorious spy and taken into custody by the handsome Blake Ravenscroft seems to be the solution 

that Caroline Trent needs. She is tired of fighting off the bumbling advances of her guardian’s son. If she can hide out 

until she turns 21, Caroling will have control of her fortune and be rid of her guardian for good. Now, she just needs to 

convince Blake that the only thing she wants to steal is his heart. [sequel: How to Marry a Marquis]. SPICY. 

  

 

Julia Quinn. How to Marry a Marquis. 1999. 

 

In order to support her three younger siblings, Elizabeth Hotchkiss had decided that she must marry for money. When 

she finds the guidebook How to Marry a Marquis, she is desperate enough to give it a shot. Testing it on her employer’s 

new estate manager seems harmless enough. However, what she doesn’t know is that he is actually James Sidwell, the 

Marquis of Riverdale, in disguise to help his aunt find a blackmailer. Can James persuade Elizabeth to go by the book? 

 

Elizabeth Hotchkiss is her impoverished family’s sole support and head of household-a difficult position for a single 

woman in the Regency era. When she discovers the book How to Marry a Marquis in her employer’s library, she 

‘borrows’ it, hoping to marry well for the sake of her family. When the new estate manager offers to let her ‘practice" on 

him, neither one anticipates the intense feeling they develop for one another. Add a mysterious blackmailer, a hidden 

identity, a meddling widow and a stubborn cat to the mix for a delightful and humorous regency romance. 

[prequel: How to Catch an Heiress]. SPICY. 


